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ABSTRACT

Ozone pollution in the lower atmosphere is known to have adverse effects on forest vegetation, but the degree to which mature forests are impacted has been very difficult to assess directly. In this study, we combined leaf-level ozone response data from independent ozone fumigation studies with a forest ecosystem model in order simulate the effects of ambient ozone on mature hardwood forests. Reductions in leaf carbon gain were determined as a linear function of ozone flux to the leaf interior, calculated as the product of ozone concentration and leaf stomatal conductance. This relationship was applied to individual canopy layers within the model in order to allow interaction with stand- and canopy-level factors such as light attenuation, leaf morphology, soil water limitations and vertical ozone gradients.

The resulting model was applied to 64 locations across the northeastern United States using ambient ozone data from 1987 to 1992. Predicted declines in annual net primary production ranged from 3 to 16% with greatest reductions in southern portions of the region where ozone levels were highest, and on soils with high water holding capacity where drought stress was absent. Reductions in predicted wood growth were slightly greater (3 to 22%) because wood is a lower carbon allocation priority in the model than leaf and root growth. Interannual variation in predicted ozone effects was small due to concurrent fluctuations in ozone and climate. Periods of high ozone often coincided with hot, dry weather conditions, causing reduced stomatal conductance and ozone uptake. Within-canopy ozone concentration gradients had little effect on predicted growth reductions because concentrations remained high through upper canopy layers where net carbon assimilation and ozone uptake were greatest.

Sensitivity analyses indicate a tradeoff between model sensitivity to available soil water and foliar nitrogen and demonstrate uncertainties regarding several assumptions used in the model. Uncertainties surrounding ozone effects on stomatal function and plant water use efficiency were found to have important implications on current predictions. Field measurements of ozone effects on mature forests will be needed before the accuracy of model predictions can be fully assessed.
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INTRODUCTION

Tropospheric ozone is one of the most pervasive and detrimental air pollutants known to affect forest vegetation. Repeated studies have demonstrated that ozone concentrations commonly observed in polluted air masses can have substantial impacts on plant function. Despite regulatory efforts aimed at controlling emissions of the precursor compounds (nitrogen oxides and volatile organics), ozone levels have continually exceeded national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) across much of the United States and are expected to increase into the foreseeable future (National Research Council 1992).

A large body of research has documented the mechanisms by which ozone affects plants. A number of reviews are available for comprehensive discussion of these mechanisms (Guderian et al. 1985, Pye 1988, Heck et al. 1988), but in general, observed responses can be viewed as those involving either the acquisition or allocation of carbon. At the physiological level, the most pronounced effect of ozone on plant carbon gain is a reduction in net photosynthesis resulting from the oxidation of pigments and photosynthetic enzymes (Guderian et al. 1985, Reich and Amundson 1985, Pell et al. 1992, Tjoelker et al. 1995). Because injury occurs
at the leaf interior, factors affecting leaf gas exchange rates are important in determining plant response to a given level of external exposure (Reich 1987, Taylor and Hanson 1992, Winner 1994). Species with high gas exchange rates, such as early-successional hardwoods, exhibit the greatest growth reductions, while slow-growing species such as spruce are less affected (e.g. Reich and Amundson 1985, Wang et al. 1986, Skarby et al 1995).

Because plant allocation patterns have evolved towards optimized use of available carbon to meet the requirements of a particular growth strategy, any change in C fixation is likely to affect subsequent partitioning into different plant tissues (Mooney and Winner 1991). In seedlings, ozone has been observed to induce reductions in root/shoot ratios as allocation shifts towards the maintenance or replacement of ozone-damaged foliage at the expense of root growth (Hogsett et al 1985, Laurence et al. 1994, Pell et al. 1994, McLaughlin et al. 1994).

Although ozone damage mechanisms have been well studied at the seedling and leaf level, it is still difficult to assess impacts on mature forests across real landscapes. Direct application of seedling-level results is problematic for several reasons. Factors such as light availability, leaf morphology and ozone concentrations all vary within a forest canopy. This complicates estimation of pollutant uptake via their effects on stomatal conductance and ozone exposure levels (Pye 1988). Additional uncertainty stems from differences in growth patterns and resource constraints of seedlings versus mature trees (Pye et al. 1988, Edwards et al. 1994, Fredericksen et al. 1994). Seedlings are at a flexible ontogenetic stage, are often grown in pots with ample water and nutrients and therefore have more dynamic carbon economies than mature trees, which are less allocationally plastic and must compete for light, water and other resources.

One method of addressing these scaling issues is to incorporate ozone-response relationships into process models that simulate tree growth and ecosystem function. Several studies have used models to simulate the plant-level response of conifers (Chen et al. 1994, Laurence et al. 1993, Weinstein and Yanai 1994), but the approach has not been applied to mature hardwood forests under ambient field conditions. The purpose of this study was to integrate physiological ozone response data into a forest ecosystem model known as PnET-II (Aber et al. 1995, 1996) in order to simulate the effects of ozone on mature hardwood forests in the northeastern U.S. PnET-II is a physiologically-based model that was designed to capture important ecosystem processes while retaining enough simplicity to be run on the types of data available across large regions. Our approach was to characterize leaf-level ozone effects on carbon fixation and add the resulting algorithms to individual canopy layers within the model. By combining this with measured canopy ozone gradients, ozone effects are assessed for each canopy layer as influenced by variation in light, water and ozone exposure.

We applied the model using ambient ozone data from 64 locations across the northeastern U.S., a region dominated by hardwood forests that is chronically impacted by ozone and other urban and industrial air pollutants. Predictions are given for all 64 sites using mean climate and ozone from the period of 1987-1992 and for a subset of 12 of these sites using monthly climate and ozone for the same time period. In addition to estimating ozone effects on regional forest growth, questions we sought to address were 1) how do predictions vary with respect to site moisture status, 2) what are the effects of year-to-year fluctuations in climate and 3) what are the potential consequences of assumptions used in the model.

**METHODS**

**The PnET-II model**

PnET-II is a monthly time step model of forest carbon and water balances that is built on several generalized relationships. Maximum leaf photosynthetic rate ($A_{max}$) is determined as a linear function of foliar nitrogen content, following a strong relationship between the two across species from diverse ecosystems (Field and Mooney 1986, Reich et al. 1995). Stomatal conductance is related to the actual rate of net photosynthesis, making plant water use efficiency an inverse function of the atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (Sinclair et al. 1984, Baldocci et al. 1987). This allows transpiration to be determined from canopy photosynthesis, providing a link between forest carbon uptake and site water balances.

These relationships are used in constructing a multi-layered forest canopy in which available light and specific leaf weight (SLW) decline with depth through the canopy. Light attenuation is based on the Beers-Lambert exponential decay equation ($y = e^{-k*LAI}$) with a light extinction coefficient of 0.58 for hardwood forests. Changes in SLW through the canopy are based on Ellsworth and Reich (1993), resulting in a gradient of area-based, but not mass-based foliar nitrogen concentration (Ellsworth and Reich 1993). This allows interaction between mass-based $A_{max}$ and area-based.
light interception within each canopy layer. These equations are used in a numerical integration over 50 canopy layers in order to capture the effect of gradual light attenuation on photosynthesis over the entire canopy. Photosynthetic response curves for light and temperature were derived by Aber and Federer (1992). The photosynthetic response to vapor pressure deficit (VPD) is based on a power function described by Aber et al. (1996). Actual evapotranspiration and moisture stress are calculated as functions of plant water demand and available soil water which is determined using equations from Federer and Lash (1978).

Leaf production is initiated as a function of cumulative growing degree days and is drawn from bud carbon reserves accumulated during the previous year. Maximum foliar biomass is a function of available light, foliar N and SLW, but is also affected in a given year by stress-induced reductions in foliar mass during the previous year (Aber et al 1995). This has the effect of minimizing intra-annual variation in leaf area display due, for instance, to mid-summer drought. Root growth is based on the linear relationship between aboveground litter production and root allocation determined by Raich and Nadelhoffer (1989). This relationship produces a decrease in proportional belowground allocation with increasing allocation to foliage. Annual allocation to wood is determined as a fraction of the remaining plant C pool after production of foliage and roots. The only constraint on wood production ensures that the ratio of wood C to bud C does not fall below a critical level, specified as a parameter in the model. For hardwoods, this parameter is set to 1.5 and serves to prevent foliar growth in excess of that which can be sustained by production of new xylem tissue each year (Aber et al 1995). When wood growth falls below this level, carbon is drawn from bud C until this ratio is maintained. Thus, wood represents the lowest carbon allocation priority and is the most responsive growth compartment to environmental fluctuations.

The model has performed well at predicting wood growth, net primary production and water runoff at diverse locations across North America (Aber and Federer 1992, Aber et al. 1995), and has also been successfully tested against eddy flux CO2 exchange measurements (Aber et al. 1996).

**Ozone response relationships**

**Photosynthesis.** Data from the literature demonstrate strong relationships between cumulative ozone exposure and reductions in both net photosynthesis and plant growth (e.g. Guderien et al. 1985, Reich and Amundson 1985, Reich 1987, Pell et al. 1992, Volin et al. 1993, Skarby et al. 1995, Tjoelker et al. 1995). These relationship can vary among and even within species, although much of this variation is related to differences in stomatal conductance (Thorne and Hanson 1972, Reich 1987, Winner 1994). Because conductance is the most important regulator of ozone uptake under a given external concentration (Taylor and Hanson 1992, Munger et al. 1996), this suggests that ozone effects on photosynthesis can be determined largely as a function of ozone uptake to internal leaf surfaces (Reich 1987, Laisk et al. 1989, Taylor and Hanson 1992). This is not to say that other factors are unimportant. Differences in plant sensitivity per unit ozone uptake have also been noted and are likely related to differences in leaf biochemistry or cellular anatomy (Taylor and Hanson 1992). However, when considering the range of species that typically occur across natural landscapes, these differences appear much smaller proportionally than differences attributed to conductance, and hence uptake. Differences in response per unit uptake also tend to be greater in magnitude between functional groups (e.g. hardwoods vs. conifers) where leaf structure and plant growth strategy differ most widely (Reich 1987). If we limit the literature data examined by Reich (1987) to hardwoods, 81% of the variation in observed photosynthetic response can be explained by cumulative ozone uptake alone (Figure 1). Given the strength of this relationship and uncertainties surrounding additional sources of variation, examining its implications across natural forested landscapes represents a valuable way to advance current understanding of ozone effects, even while recognizing the limitations of its simplicity.

Although most of the data relating ozone exposure to changes in photosynthesis come from seedlings, several studies conducted on mature trees indicate similar or perhaps greater responses. Tjoelker et al. (1995) obtained a response consistent with that shown in Figure 1 from mature sugar maple leaves, suggesting that at the leaf level, seedlings and mature trees respond similarly. In contrast, Edwards et al. (1994) compared the photosynthetic responses of mature and seedling red oak trees and found mature trees to exhibit greater reductions than seedlings. This was attributed to differences in seedling versus mature-tree carbon allocation. Seedlings consistently produced multiple leaf flushes and exhibited indeterminate stem growth whereas mature trees produced only a single growth flush each spring. Although changes in seedling photosynthesis were not reported with respect to leaf age or ozone uptake, indeterminate growth patterns can result in lower responses at the plant level because only a fraction of the leaves produced are exposed to ozone.
for the entire growing season. Such differences in ozone exposure have been demonstrated by Fredericksen et al. (1994) between open-grown seedling and mature black cherry trees. Although seedlings exhibited greater instantaneous rates of ozone uptake than mature trees, their indeterminate shoot growth resulted in reduced average exposure times and subsequently lower cumulative uptake.

Indeterminate growth can also lead to lower reductions or even increases in whole-plant photosynthesis by allowing mid-season adjustments in allocation of carbon and nutrients. Pell et al. (1994) reviewed several studies where increased photosynthesis was observed in younger foliage of free-growing seedlings after older foliage suffered damage from ozone. This compensation mechanism was less important for species with a limited number of growth flushes and is not expected to occur in mature, closed-canopy trees which produce all of their foliage at the beginning of the growing season and typically never flush again.

These results suggest that differences between seedling and mature-tree allocation patterns can cause differences in ozone response at the plant level, but do not indicate differences in the relationship between cumulative ozone uptake and net photosynthesis among individual leaves. This underscores the importance of distinguishing between leaf- and plant-level responses in extrapolating seedling response data to mature, field-grown trees.

For the present study, we pooled data from Figure 1 (Reich 1987) and Tjoelker et al. (1995) in order to derive a leaf-level ozone response equation for broad-leaved deciduous species that could be incorporated into the PnET-II model. To minimize differences caused by seedling versus mature-tree allocation patterns, the data were summarized on an individual leaf basis using initial growth flush foliage where possible. Thus, the response of each leaf could be related to cumulative ozone uptake calculated over its own lifespan. From the resulting data set we obtained the following response equation:

1) \[ dO_3 = 1 - (.0026 \times g \times D40) \]

where \( dO_3 \) is the ratio of ozone-exposed to control photosynthesis, 0.0026 is an empirically derived ozone response coefficient, \( g \) is mean stomatal conductance to water vapor (in mm s\(^{-1}\)) and D40 is the cumulative ozone dose (in ppm-h) above a threshold concentration of 40 ppb. The diffusivity ratio of ozone to water vapor is not explicitly used in the equation, but as a constant, is accounted for by the calculated ozone response coefficient. The D40 dose is accumulated over the entire growing season and is calculated as the sum of all hourly values > 40 ppb after subtracting 40 from each. We use this threshold because 40 ppb is the approximate level at which negative impacts begin to appear in the pooled data set and because lower concentrations become confused with natural background levels. Other studies have also found 40 ppb to be the level at which growth effects begin to occur (Fuhrer 1994, McLaughlin and Downing 1995) and this was the threshold used by Weinstein and Yanai (1994) in modeling ozone effects on red spruce and ponderosa pine.

**Stomatal conductance.** Stomatal conductance is calculated as a linear function of net photosynthesis, based on the strong relationship \( (r^2 = 0.93) \) derived by Aber and Federer (1992) using data from the literature (Abrams et al. 1990, Amthor et al. 1990, Aubuchon et al. 1978 and Hinckley et al. 1978):

2) \[ g = -0.3133 + 0.8126 \times NetPsn \]

where \( g \) is stomatal conductance to water vapor (in mm s\(^{-1}\)) and \( NetPsn \) is the actual rate of net photosynthesis (in \( \mu \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \)).

Given this relationship, conductance should be expected to decline along with photosynthesis in response to ozone. Among data reported in the literature, the effect of ozone on conductance is reasonably consistent, although there is some indication that the response varies with the light environment of treated foliage (Reich and Lassoie 1984, Volin et al. 1993). In both of these cases, sunlit leaves showed slight declines in conductance with ozone treatment while shaded leaves showed no change or moderate increases. In other studies, declines in conductance were observed in both sun and shade leaves (Tjoelker et al. 1995), and in sun leaves where only well-lit foliage was examined (Pell et al. 1992). In most cases, changes in conductance were small and occurred after the photosynthetic response. We incorporated this effect into the model by including a simple feedback whereby a reduction in photosynthesis for a given month causes a proportional reduction in conductance during the following month. This was done to reproduce the observed lag between declines in photosynthesis and conductance. In the model, it has the effect of reducing subsequent ozone uptake following damage, assuming
that photosynthesis and conductance remain coupled. An uncoupling of these two variables would have important implications for interactions between ozone and water stress as discussed in a following section.

**Allocation.** In addition to the leaf-level responses of photosynthesis and conductance, many seedling studies have observed reductions in the ratio of above- to below-ground production following exposure to ozone (e.g. Hogsett et al. 1985, Laurence et al. 1994, Pell et al. 1994, McLaughlin et al. 1994). This is often viewed as a compensation mechanism whereby additional carbon is allocated to the replacement of damaged foliage. This can offset or prevent reductions in photosynthesis at the plant level, but comes at the expense of allocation to other plant tissues. For the present exercise, ozone effects on carbon allocation are not explicitly included in the model, but rather, reductions in carbon uptake are allowed to interact with the model’s existing allocation priorities. Because the model allocates preferentially to the canopy and lastly to wood, elevated ozone will result primarily in decreased wood growth and increased proportional allocation to foliage. In light of differences between seedling and mature-tree allocation constraints and available data suggesting that mature trees have a lower capacity for compensation (Edwards et al. 1994), we view this as a more reasonable approach than attempting to reproduce the dynamic root/shoot ratio patterns often observed among seedlings and potted plants. Nevertheless, uncertainties in this area are well recognized and should highlight the need for further experimental work on mature forests.

**Canopy ozone gradients**

One uncertainty in extrapolating ozone effects to whole forests is the question of how ozone concentrations vary within a forest canopy (Pye, 1988). Canopy ozone gradients are expected to result from several factors, but their importance in moderating growth reductions has not been rigorously tested. To address this, we used ozone data from Munger et al. (1996) collected over a three-year period at 8 positions within a mixed hardwood canopy at the Harvard Forest eddy correlation tower in central Massachusetts. The tower is located in a 24 m tall hardwood forest that consists mainly of 50 to 70 year-old red oak and red maple. Hourly ozone concentrations were measured by UV-absorbance.

For the present study, we calculated ozone D40 values for each tower position and plotted the resulting patterns for all months of the growing season (Figure 2). In typical results from May and July of 1992, D40 values below the canopy decreased to 72 and 18% of the above-canopy values, respectively. These patterns are consistent from month to month, whereby the rate of depletion increases with depth through the canopy. For all years examined, ozone profiles followed seasonal canopy development, becoming established around the time of spring leaf expansion, increasing through mid-summer and declining at the end of the growing season. These trends can be closely approximated by the equation:

\[ dD40_i = 1 - (i * a)^3 \]

where \( dD40_i \) is the proportion of the above-canopy D40 at a given canopy level, \( i \) is the normalized canopy level from 0 at the top of the canopy to 1 at the ground and \( a \) is the ozone extinction coefficient, determined for each month (Figure 2). Table 1 shows monthly values of \( a \) along with the corresponding percent change in D40 from above to below the canopy.

Munger et al. (1996) determined that ozone deposition at Harvard Forest is related to stomatal conductance of water vapor, indicating stomatal uptake as the dominant deposition pathway. Other factors expected to influence canopy ozone gradients are canopy resistance to vertical mixing, ozone deposition directly onto leaf surfaces and scavenging by reactive gases such as VOC’s and nitrogen oxides. Because most of these are influenced by canopy leaf area, we compared the observed monthly ozone extinction coefficients with monthly leaf area index. In absence of measured LAI data for this time period, we used values generated by a daily version of PhET, parameterized for the Harvard Forest site using measured canopy biomass and validated against eddy correlation CO2 flux measurements obtained at the tower (Aber et al. 1996). This comparison showed LAI to be a strong predictor of vertical ozone depletion (\( r^2 = 0.80 \), Figure 3) suggesting that canopy structure plays an important role in vertical ozone gradients. To include this in the model, predicted monthly LAI is used to calculate the ozone extinction coefficient (eq. 3) which then determines the relative D40 for each canopy layer. We cannot presently evaluate the extent to which this relationship might differ in other forests. However, we expect differences to be small for other closed-canopy hardwood forests within the northeast, where canopy structure and atmospheric conditions are similar to those at Harvard Forest. Greater differences may be anticipated in other regions or for other forest types where these factors differ more dramatically.
Interactions between ozone and drought

For each canopy layer, the model calculates photosynthesis with and without ozone in order to determine the potential, integrated ozone effect for the whole canopy. This is necessary in order to allow interaction with drought stress, which is calculated once and applied to the entire canopy rather than being explicitly included in each canopy layer. After the calculation of potential photosynthesis over all canopy layers, the model’s water balance routine determines potential transpiration and performs a comparison with the amount of available soil moisture. If soil moisture is not adequate to meet the transpirational demand, water stress ensues and canopy photosynthesis is reduced.

Because the primary physiological response to water limitation is stomatal closure and ozone effects are calculated as a function of stomatal conductance, the potential (pre-drought) whole-canopy ozone effect is reduced each month in proportion to the degree of water stress experienced during that month. For example, if water stress causes a 20% reduction in potential photosynthesis and the potential ozone effect - integrated across all leaf layers - is also a 20% reduction, the final ozone effect is reduced by a factor of 0.8 to 16% ($\delta O_3 = 0.84$). This assumes that ozone has no negative impact on the ability of stomates to regulate transpiration. As such, the primary water-ozone interaction is for water limitation to reduce ozone uptake, a response which has been observed under experimental conditions (Dobson et al. 1990, Fredericksen et al. 1994) and has been included in model analyses for ponderosa pine seedlings (Chen et al. 1994). Some studies have suggested that under certain conditions, usually after intense and prolonged ozone exposure, stomatal function can become impaired (Reich and Lassoie 1984, Tjoelker et al. 1995). If this occurs, water-ozone interactions would become more complicated and may include situations where ozone exacerbates drought stress via reductions in water use efficiency. Although this is an area that warrants further investigation, there is presently too little information to include such a feedback in the model.

Model application

A simplified flow diagram of the PnET-O3 model is shown in Figure 4. For the prediction of ozone effects on forest growth, equation 1 was incorporated into the model’s photosynthesis routine for each individual canopy layer. For each layer, leaf conductance is determined as a function of net photosynthesis, and is thus affected by available light at that layer, foliar nitrogen content, temperature and vapor pressure deficit. Monthly D40 values are estimated for each layer by combining ambient ozone concentrations with the calculated ozone depletion profiles. Monthly ozone effects are determined from May through October and are based on cumulative exposure over the entire season for each canopy layer.

Ozone data. Ambient ozone data for the northeastern U.S. were obtained from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Aerometric Information Retrieval System for the period of 1987 to 1992. For each collection station, we used raw, hourly concentrations to calculate monthly D40 values and long-term monthly means. We only considered measurements from between 7AM and 7PM to exclude unusually high nighttime concentrations. To minimize error caused by missing data, we imposed a 75% completeness criterion on each month within the data record. For each station, any month containing less than 75% of the expected number of observations was omitted from the calculation of long-term monthly means. Months with between 75 and 100% data completeness were corrected for missing periods by dividing the measured D40 value by the proportion of data completeness. This assumes that the distribution of concentrations within the missing period was the same as that of the observed data. The majority of sites where this correction was performed had less than 10% missing data. After data screening was complete, we eliminated sites that contained less than a three year record. The resulting data set included 64 sites (from an initial total of approximately 100), each with 3 to 6 years of data from the period of 1987 to 1992 (Figure 5). In computing long-term mean D40 values, some bias between sites may result from differences in the years for which data were available.

Model application using mean climate and ozone. Climate inputs required to run the model are monthly averages of maximum and minimum daily temperature, solar radiation and vapor pressure deficit along with total monthly precipitation. For model application under average climate and ozone at all 64 ozone monitoring sites, we used long-term mean climate values calculated for each site by a statistical climate model developed for the northeast region (Ollinger et al. 1995). We used a foliar nitrogen concentration of 2.2%, based on values measured among a variety of hardwood species at the Harvard Forest (Martin and Aber 1996). To evaluate the effects of site moisture conditions, we ran the model under a range of soil water holding capacity values (WHC) representing optimal to severely limited soil water retention. We chose this approach instead of using fixed values for each site because soil properties vary over much
finer spatial scales than ozone. Hence, ozone levels encountered in the area of each monitoring station may interact with a wide range of soil moisture conditions over the local landscape. The WHC values used ranged from 2 cm, representing a coarse sand with 50% large fragments, to 36 cm, representing a clay loam with no large fragments. The intermediate value of 12 cm is considered most common for the northeast region, representing a typical glacial till soil with 25% large fragments (Federer 1982).

We performed an additional set of analyses in order to test the model's sensitivity to canopy ozone gradients (eq. 3). For this, the model was re-run at all 64 sites with ozone held constant through all canopy layers. Canopy gradient effects were assessed by comparing declines in annual NPP with intact gradients versus those after gradients were removed.

**Model application using actual monthly climate and ozone.** To examine temporal interactions between ozone and climate and to determine year-to-year variability in predicted ozone effects, we selected a subset of 12 sites for analysis using actual monthly ozone and climate values (Figure 5, Table 2). Site selection was aimed at attaining even distribution across the study region, but was constrained to stations having ozone records for the entire 1987 to 1992 period with minimal missing values. Monthly climate data were obtained from the Northeast Regional Climatic Data Center for weather stations nearest to the ozone monitoring stations (Table 2). The weather stations recorded maximum and minimum daily temperature and precipitation, but not solar radiation. Instead, we used values calculated by the statistical climate model (Ollinger et al. 1995) for each location. Soil WHC was held at 12 cm for all sites. For each site, initial conditions for forest structure and productivity were determined by allowing the model to reach equilibrium under long-term mean climate and ozone as discussed in the previous section. From these initial conditions, predictions were generated using monthly climate and ozone data from 1987 through 1992.

**Sensitivity analyses**

Sensitivity analyses provide a means of testing the importance of assumptions made in developing and parameterizing a model. Many parameters and algorithms used in PnET-II have been tested previously (Aber and Federer 1992, Aber et al. 1995, 1996) and will not be reexamined here. However, several assumptions used in adding ozone effects to the model warrant further attention as they have potentially important implications on predicted forest response.

Those assumptions are: 1) the model's allocation priorities assume that mature trees prioritize foliar production over other plant compartments and that decreases in carbon gain are taken from wood growth over leaf and root growth; 2) in our treatment of interactions between ozone, conductance and water stress, we assume that the ability of stomates to regulate transpiration is not hampered by ozone.

To test the effects of assumption 1, we altered the carbon allocation routine such that ozone effects on photosynthesis were distributed more evenly across all growth compartments. This was done by decreasing allocation of available C to buds for next year's foliage in proportion to the decrease in this year's carbon gain. We labeled this the BudC effect. Testing assumption 2 required changes at several places in the model. First, if stomatal function becomes impaired, photosynthesis and conductance may gradually become uncoupled such that conductance no longer down-regulates with photosynthesis. Second, an uncoupling of these variables could cause a decrease in plant water use efficiency (WUE). We included these effects in the model based on the results of Tjoelker et al. (1995) in which the relationship between photosynthesis and conductance remained intact through the initial phase of a 2x ozone fumigation experiment, but began to break down during later stages of treatment. Using approximate dose values from Tjoelker et al. (1995), the down-regulation of conductance with photosynthesis is maintained in the model up to a threshold D40 of 11 ppm-h. Between 11 and 41 ppm-h, conductance increases linearly until reaching pre-ozone levels. At the same time, WUE is scaled downward in proportion to ozone effects on total photosynthesis. These changes produce a gradual decline in stomatal function and have the effect of increasing ozone uptake and canopy transpiration. We labeled this the WUE effect.

Previous sensitivity analyses have suggested that foliar nitrogen concentration (FolN) and soil water holding capacity (WHC) are critical parameters in determining rates of photosynthesis and growth in northeastern hardwoods. To examine interactions between these parameters and the above assumptions, we used a randomized, Monte Carlo approach. First, the model was run for the 64 ozone monitoring sites using mean ambient ozone and randomized inputs for FolN and WHC. Values for FolN ranged from 1.8 to 2.6 mg g⁻¹, the approximate range that occurs among northern hardwoods. Soil WHC ranged from 2 to 36 cm. The model was run 10 times for each site for a total of 640 ozone-effect predictions under a range of possible WHC and FolN combinations. This process
was then repeated using each scenario of altered model assumptions. The resulting predictions were used to relate regional mean ozone effects to variation in WHC and FoN under each model scenario. This approach was used in order to detect nonlinear interactions that may be missed by single factorial analyses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean climate and ozone

Results of model runs using mean climate and ozone indicate decreases in annual net primary production (NPP) of from 3 to 16% as a result of mean ozone levels from 1987 to 1992 (Figure 6a) with greatest reductions in southern New York and southern New England where ozone levels and canopy conductance were greatest. The predicted decrease was weakly, but negatively correlated with latitude, following a trend of decreasing ozone from south to north across the region. Predictions varied substantially across the range of soil WHC values (2-36 cm), with smaller growth reductions occurring on drier sites where lower rates of conductance limited ozone uptake by foliage.

At WHC = 36 cm, water limitations on NPP and wood production were eliminated for all sites, so these values can be used as a reference in estimating drought effects resulting from other soil moisture conditions (Table 2). Under all but the two wettest conditions, water limitation caused greater declines in growth than did ozone. At WHC = 12 cm, representing a typical northeastern glacial till, ozone-induced declines in NPP averaged 81% of those predicted at WHC = 36. At WHC = 2 cm, an extreme condition for this region, ozone effects averaged 62% of the drought-free values, despite substantially lower total growth.

Reductions in predicted wood production ranged from 3 to 22% across all ozone and soil moisture conditions (Figure 6b). This wider range of variation is a result of the model’s carbon allocation priorities which value leaf and root production above wood growth. With high soil moisture (WHC = 24 to 36 cm), ozone effects on total plant growth are taken entirely from wood production, with no declines in canopy leaf area or root growth. This occurs because under these conditions, wood growth is high enough that it can be reduced without reaching the critical ratio of wood to foliage production specified in the model. On progressively drier sites, the ratio of wood to foliar production decreases until reaching this critical value. Beyond this point, leaf, wood and root growth become more tightly coupled such that further growth declines necessarily affect all three compartments. At WHC = 2 cm, reductions in wood growth accounted for approximately half of the total decline in growth (Table 2).

Changes in ozone D40 with depth through the canopy had a minimal effect on predicted growth reductions. Canopy gradients did offset declines in NPP, but by an average of only 0.6 percent (max = 1.5%) with respect to results obtained with canopy gradients removed. Although the gradients produced substantial declines in ozone D40 values through the mid and lower canopy (Figure 2), ozone in the upper canopy remained high. Because this is where light levels and hence photosynthesis and conductance are greatest, canopy gradients had only a small effect on total canopy ozone uptake. This suggests that unless canopy ozone profiles are substantially different in other forest types or geographic regions - with concentrations falling off sharply through upper canopy layers - vertical ozone gradients are not an important factor in scaling ozone effects to mature forests. These results are consistent with a similar analysis made previously with a simpler canopy photosynthesis model (Reich et al. 1990).

Interactions between climate and ozone

For the 6 year period from 1987 to 1992, the only unusual year with respect to ozone was 1988 which had significantly higher levels than all other years except 1991 (Figure 7a). This was also an anomalous climate year, being one of the warmest on record in the northeast region and having the lowest precipitation of the 6 year period. Precipitation was more variable than ozone, being consistently greater from 1989 to 1991 than during the other three years (Figure 7b). Despite these differences in climate and ozone (significant at p < .05 using Scheffe’s multiple comparison ANOVA), there were no significant year to year differences in predicted growth reductions (Figure 7c-d). This largely reflects the tendency for high ozone levels to be associated with hot, high-pressure air masses, which often coincide with increased water limitations. Periods of high ozone (e.g. mid-summer 1988) were commonly offset by co-occurring reductions in conductance, induced by high temperatures and low precipitation.

Whereas temporal variation in predicted growth reductions was minimal, growth reductions across sites were not only variable, but were more variable than either climate or ozone (Figure 8, between-site differences determined at p < 0.05 using Scheffe’s multiple comparison ANOVA). This reflects spatial relationships between conductance and ozone that counter the dominant temporal trends. Although
high ozone often coincided with low conductance on a
temporal basis, high ozone more often coincided with
high conductance on a spatial basis. This is at least
partially due to the fact that both ozone production and
conductance, in general, decrease from south to north
within the study region. For ozone, this is driven by the
high density of urban areas along southern portions of
the region, whereas patterns of conductance tend to
follow latitude gradients in temperature and summer
precipitation.

Among the 12 intensive study sites, the
greatest growth reductions were predicted for New York
City and Ware, Ma., located in central Massachusetts
(Figure 8), the two sites with the highest ozone levels.
Ozone levels were lower in Ware than in New York
City, but Ware had higher predicted rates of conductance and thus showed similar growth declines to
NYC.

Although there is a general trend of decreasing
ozone concentrations with distance from population
centers, a clear distinction between urban and rural
areas is difficult to make. Urban areas have higher
emissions of the nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds that lead to ozone production, but ozone
concentrations are often lower in cities than in nearby
rural areas because other compounds present in polluted
air (e.g. NO) cause a destruction of ozone. Note for
example that Chelsea, Ma., an urban area adjacent to
Boston, had lower ozone levels than Ware, Ma.,
Bennington, Vt. and the site near Syracuse, NY., all
located in less densely populated areas (Figure 8a).
Because ozone and its precursor compounds can be
transported considerable distances, rural, down-wind
locations can experience unusually high concentrations.
This probably explains the relatively high ozone levels
and large growth reductions predicted for Cape
Elizabeth, Me. and the site near Lake Placid, NY.,
located at an elevation of approximately 600m. High
concentrations are known to occur at coastal and upper
elevation sites because of long-range transport of air
that has had little contact with ozone-depleting surfaces.
High ozone levels at the rural Bennington, Vt. site may
reflect its location downwind of the Albany, N.Y. area.
Conversely, Schenectady, N.Y., which is adjacent to,
but upwind of Albany, experienced lower ozone levels
and lower growth impacts.

Sensitivity analyses

Randomized sensitivity analyses indicate
nonlinear interactions between model sensitivity to
FoI N and WHC through their effects on photosynthesis,
transpiration, water limitations and ozone uptake.

Figure 9 shows predicted response surfaces indicating
the regional mean ozone effect on NPP at various levels
of FoI N and WHC under three model scenarios. Figure
9a shows standard PnET-O3 model results and Figures
9b and 9c show results from scenarios that include
ozone effects on allocation (BudC effect) and water use
efficiency (WUE effect) respectively. Each surface was
generated from 640 model runs (64 sites x 10 runs each)
conducted under ambient ozone, but with randomized
inputs for FoI N and WHC. Values shown represent
regional mean ozone injury from all 64 sites.

Using standard model assumptions, model
sensitivity to FoI N varied with WHC. On dry sites,
FoI N had little effect on predicted ozone injury because
ozone uptake was controlled largely by water
availability. On progressively wetter sites, drought
stress was diminished and FoI N became an increasingly
important regulator of photosynthesis and hence uptake.
At WHC = 36 cm, mean ozone injury increased from
6.6 to 10.4 % as FoI N increased from 1.8 to 2.6 mg g\(^{-1}\)
(Figure 9a). Similarly, model sensitivity to WHC
tended to be greatest at high FoI N where large
transpirational demands led to rapid depletion of soil
water. At low FoI N, water limitations were less
common and so WHC had less influence on predicted
ozone damage. The mean decline in regional NPP
under the full range of FoI N and WHC was 7.6% (std.
dev. = 1.02), similar to the value obtained using average
FoI N and WHC values (Table 2).

Imposing an ozone effect on allocation to
foliage did not change the nature of interactions
between FoI N and WHC, but did cause an increase in
model sensitivity to WHC (Figure 9b). Across the
lower end of WHC values used (2-16 cm), predicted
ozone injury was less than or equal to predictions made
under standard assumptions. This was due to a subtle
feedback that occurred between ozone and drought
stress. At low WHC, the reduction in foliar biomass
imposed by the BudC effect caused a small decrease in
the transpirational water demand. Where this occurred,
the loss of photosynthetically-active leaf area was offset
by a decrease in drought stress. At higher WHC, where
drought was less common, this tradeoff was not
important and ozone-induced declines in foliar biomass
led to greater total injury. The mean decline in regional
NPP under this scenario was 8.03% (std. dev. = 4.33).

Imposing an ozone effect on stomatal
conductance and water use efficiency caused significant
changes in both the location and magnitude of ozone
injury (Figure 9c). Most noticeable is the fact that
ozone injury was no longer greatly offset by water
limitations at low WHC. Instead, ozone injury exacerbated water limitations and this had the greatest effect on dry sites. At WHC = 2, ozone injury caused more than a 12% decline in predicted NPP, roughly twice that observed in the previous two scenarios. Lower levels of injury occurred towards the endpoint of low FoN and high WHC where water availability was high and transpirational demands were low. As in the previous two scenarios, the greatest growth declines occurred at high FoN and high WHC where ozone uptake was at its maximum. In this case, uptake was further elevated by the lack of stomatal down-regulation following reductions in photosynthesis. The mean decline in regional NPP under this scenario was 11.43% (std. dev. = 5.0).

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we synthesized information regarding plant response to ozone and applied it in a modeling framework to mature hardwood forests growing under ambient conditions. Our approach was to summarize leaf-level ozone effects on carbon uptake in a forest productivity model that was designed to simulate the growth of mature, closed-canopy forests. Model runs using 6 years of concentration data from 64 sites across the northeastern U.S. indicate reductions in annual dry matter accumulation of between 3 and 16% for the period of 1987 to 1992 (mean = 7.4%). Reductions in predicted wood production ranged from 3 to 22% (mean = 12.2%).

In general, growth declines were greatest near urban areas in southern portions of the region and in locations where drought stress was absent. Canopy ozone gradients had little effect because ozone depletion was minimal through the upper canopy layers where light levels and stomatal conductance were greatest. Year-to-year variation in predicted growth declines was small because there was a tendency for ozone and stomatal conductance to be inversely correlated on a temporal basis. Periods of high ozone often occurred during hot, dry weather conditions which induced drought stress and limited ozone uptake. Although ozone effects were greatly moderated by variation in climate and soil moisture, growth reductions were substantial even under the driest conditions simulated.

Sensitivity analyses demonstrated how model behavior is influenced by several important assumptions and how predictions might be affected if those assumptions prove wrong. Results of these analyses revealed interactions between foliar nitrogen and soil water holding capacity whereby model sensitivity to one of these parameters depended on the value of the other. Adding an ozone effect on allocation to foliage did not greatly alter the mean regional growth response, but did cause an increase in sensitivity to available soil water. Adding an ozone effect on stomatal function and plant water use efficiency altered both the nature and magnitude of predicted growth declines. In particular, the ozone-water interaction observed under standard model configuration was replaced by a situation in which ozone caused an increase in transpirational water loss and hence drought stress. The mean regional growth decline under this scenario was 11.4%. Although the standard assumptions used in the model may be reasonable given available data and current ozone levels, these results demonstrate the need for additional field research on mature forest stands. Such work will be necessary for improving our understanding of important processes and assessing the accuracy of model predictions.
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Table 1. Solutions to equation 2, showing canopy gradients of ozone dose (D40) at Harvard Forest from 1991 to 1993. a represents the ozone extinction coefficient from eq. 3, r^2 is the nonlinear least squares coefficient of determination and % change is the percent reduction in D40 from above to below the canopy. Data were not available for October of 1992.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>r^2</th>
<th>% change</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>r^2</th>
<th>% change</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>r^2</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Locations of 12 ozone monitoring stations and associated weather stations used for analysis of temporal variation in predicted growth impacts. Stations marked * represent rural sites located near the town or city listed. All stations include data from the entire 1987-1992 period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station name</th>
<th>latitude</th>
<th>longitude</th>
<th>weather station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY.</td>
<td>40.68</td>
<td>74.01</td>
<td>New York, NY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danbury, CT.</td>
<td>41.42</td>
<td>73.47</td>
<td>Shepaug Dam, CT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea, MA.</td>
<td>42.44</td>
<td>71.06</td>
<td>Boston, MA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware, MA.</td>
<td>42.33</td>
<td>72.35</td>
<td>Amherst. MA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Elizabeth, ME.</td>
<td>43.62</td>
<td>70.25</td>
<td>Portland, ME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor, ME.*</td>
<td>44.70</td>
<td>68.86</td>
<td>Bangor, ME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester, NH.</td>
<td>43.03</td>
<td>71.47</td>
<td>Nashua, NH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth, NH.</td>
<td>43.08</td>
<td>71.77</td>
<td>Durham, NH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse, NY.*</td>
<td>43.11</td>
<td>76.16</td>
<td>Syracuse, NY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Placid, NY.*</td>
<td>44.37</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>Lake Placid, NY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schenectady, NY.</td>
<td>42.81</td>
<td>73.97</td>
<td>Albany, NY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennington, VT.</td>
<td>42.90</td>
<td>73.27</td>
<td>Readsboro, VT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Predicted net primary production (NPP) and wood growth (g m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\)) with and without ozone effects at 5 levels of soil water holding capacity (cm). Values shown are means and standard deviations from all 64 study sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHC</th>
<th>NPP Control mean</th>
<th>std.</th>
<th>Ozone mean</th>
<th>std.</th>
<th>% reduction</th>
<th>WOOD Control mean</th>
<th>std.</th>
<th>Ozone mean</th>
<th>std.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1136</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>1254</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1124</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Percent reduction in net photosynthesis in relation to ozone uptake for hardwoods. From Reich 1987 using data from independent studies conducted over periods of several days to several months on a variety of hardwood seedlings.
Figure 2. Ozone dose > 40ppb in relation to canopy position at the Harvard Forest in Central Massachusetts for May and July of 1992. Both axes have been normalized to a scale of 0 to 1. Data are from Munger et al. (1996).
**Figure 3.** Canopy ozone gradient coefficient ($a$ from equation 2) in relation to monthly leaf area index (LAI data are from Aber et al. 1996). Higher values of $a$ correspond to steeper canopy ozone gradients.

**Figure 4.** Simplified flow diagram of processes included in PnET-$O_3$. 
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Figure 5. Locations of EPA ozone monitoring stations used for this study. Circled stations represent sites where monthly climate and ozone data were used in addition to long-term mean values.
Figure 6. Predicted change in a) mean annual NPP and b) mean annual wood production at 64 sites across the study region in response to mean ozone levels from 1987-1992. Predictions are shown for 3 levels of soil water holding capacity to show the change in response from well-watered (WHC = 36) to severely drought-stressed (WHC = 2) conditions.
Figure 7. Distributions of a) ozone D40, b) annual precipitation, c) percent change in NPP and d) percent change in wood production across the 12 study sites for individual years from 1987 to 1992. Boxes show median values and quartile ranges.
Figure 8. Distributions of a) ozone D40, b) annual precipitation, c) percent change in NPP and d) percent change in wood production across the 6 year period from 1987 to 1992 for all 12 study sites.
Figure 9. Results of Monte Carlo sensitivity analyses showing the regional mean ozone effect on NPP in relation to variation in foliar N and soil WHC. Results are shown for three scenarios indicating model behavior under a) standard PnET-O$_3$ configuration, b) the BudC effect where allocation to foliage is no longer prioritized above wood and root growth and c) the WUE effect where ozone exposure causes a gradual decline in stomatal function and water use efficiency. See text for thorough description of these scenarios.